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My photos

• I love to take photos
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Project 1
Inside PKU Magazine

Inside PKU is an unofficial magazine focusing on non-fiction
reports through pioneering expressions. As the senior
photographer, I selected photography topics, arranged
photographers, picked up final photos, and designed the
visual presentations. At the same time, as one of the
designers. I made posters, articles, comics, and typesetting.
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Select Topics & Arrange Photographers
Midnight at PKU
I chose this topic because glowing screens and electric lights created eternal day,
while in some hidden corners, night still showed its magic.
3 photographers and me left the lights and go out into the darkness outside the
building. When the night embraced the entire Peking University, the scene here
was completely different from the daytime.
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Design Visual Representations
Nomenclature of Shadows

This was an experimental typography. Since
the subject of the photos was the various
forms of light, I told the designer to add some
twist and connect the pattern to the photo.
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Design
“Bubble” Comic Series

Design
Park Series



My photos

• I love to take photos
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Project 2
BodyPark AI Tutor

During my internship as an AI product manager at
BodyPark, my responsibilities included improving AI
tutor on its accuracy of counting actions, giving
directions, and ways to motivate users to persist longer.
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Product Design
Counting Rules Reorganization

To know the key rule to take count of each actions, I stayed
with coaches for a month, checked every exercise action with
them, renewed the logic in the counting process, reorganized
the counting rules, and finally built a effective system filled
with professional rules.
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UX Design
Giving Directions

To teach users how to do actions correctly and
Persist longer voluntarily, I surveyed existing
products and conducted A/B tests on how to
indicate the correct poses and tell users when
they are exercising.
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Project 3
Next Problem Selection

This was the team project at LearnLab Summer School
of CMU. The team had two members, Sunhyo Oh, a
master of education from Korea, and me. We learned
computational learning theories and models from
scratch and conducted the research project in a week.
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1 days
2 persons
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Thank you.


